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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II
10I MARIETTASTREET, N.W.
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30323

W083

Report Nos.; 50-259/84-52, 50-260/84-52, and 50-296/84-52

Licensee: Tennessee Valley Authority
500A Chestnut Street
Chattanooga, TN 37401

Docket Nos.: 50-259, 50-260 and 50-296 License Nos.: DPR-33, DPR-52,
and DPR-68

Facility Name: Browns Ferry 1, 2, and 3

Inspection Conducted: December 3 - 6, 1984
4P

Inspector: J~,
S. David~ tadler

Approved by: (
C, A. Julian, ection Chief
Division of Reactor Safety

Date Signed

SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, unannounced inspection entailed 23 inspector-hours on site
in the areas of two reported operational events; the failure of the Reacto~ Core
Isolation Cooling (RCIC) Inboard Steam Isolation Valve (1-FCV-71-2) to open on
March 21, 1984, and the failure of the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI)
Outboard Steam Isolation Valve (3-FCV-73-3) to open on November 11, 1984.

Results: Of the two areas inspected, one apoa. ent violation was found in one
area. (Violation 296/84-52-01: Failure to take adequate corrective action to
preclude repetition of safety-related valve failures due to pinion gear
misorientation).
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1
REPORT DETAILS

1, Licensee Employees Contacted

"G, T. Jones, Plant Superintendent
*C. A. Wages, Maintenance Superintendent
"T. D. Cosby, Electrical Maintenance Supervisor
"J. E. Swindell, Operations Superintendent
"B. C. Morris, Compliance Supervisor

R. McPherson, Mechanical Results
R. Mhiddick, Maintenance Engineer
P. Ebersol, Compliance
D. Nye, Plant Design Services
J. Beck, Machinist Foreman

Ot,her licensee employees. contacted included two technicians and two
mechanics.

NRC Resident Inspectors

"C. Brooks
"C, Patterson
"G. Paulk

"Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on Oecember "=, 1984, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The licensee acknowledged the
findings and took no exceptions.

3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement. Matters

Hot inspected.

4. Unresolved Items

No unresolved items were identified during this inspection.
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Failure of Unit 3 HPCI Outboard Steam Isolation Valve to Open

On November 22, 1984, while in the pr ocess of star ting up Br owns Ferry
Unit 3 following an outage, the operator unsuccessfully attempted to perform
an operability surveillance on the High Pressure Coolant Injection System
(HPCI) with the reactor at 138 psf and critical. The Outboard HPCI Steam
Isolation valve 73-3 would not open so HPCI was declared fnoperable and
Unit 3 was shutdown. An inspectfon of the Lfmitorque Operator for Valve
73-3 revealed that the pinion gear, which transfers drive force from the
motor to the drive shaft gear, had been installed in the reversed position.
The gear should be installed in opposite positions for different model valve
operators as described in the vendor technical manual. This reversed
installation resulted in only about one third of the normal gear mesh
surface, and the complete wearing away of the portion of the pinion gear
teeth which were fn contact with the shaft (drive) gear, Mfth the pinion
gear teeth worn away, the motor could rro longer operate the valve. This
inspection also revealed that the O.C. shunt field for the valve operator
was open. With this shun. field open, the valve travel tfme was limited
only by the load. A review of completed svrvef llaoces revealed tha . the
travel time for valve 73-3 had been approximately eight seconds since 1980.
This is about one-half of the normal stroke time of sixteen seconos, and may
have accelerated the pinion gear teeth wear.

Io 1979, two other simi'lar failures of Limitorque Valve Operators occurred
at Browns Ferry. On December 9, 1979, the HPCI Steam Stop Valve 73-16 for
Unit 1 failed to operate. An inspection revealed that the pinion gear was
installed reversed, and that the gear teeth had worn away. On an undeter-
mined date the recirculation discharge vaRe 68-79 for Unit 2 lost drive and
failed to operate. Once again an inspection revealed an improperly
installed pinion gear and missing gear teeth. In response to these two
failures, as well as IE Circular 79-04 which covered Limitorque Valve
Operator locking nuts not being securely fastened, Browns Ferry issued a

one-time maintenance instruction, HMI-88, to provide guidance to inspect a~<
per orrform necessary corrective maintenance to prevent fai lure of Limftorque
Valve Operators due Co improperly staked locknuts or improperly fostal e] r
pinion gears. Over two hundred Limitorque Operators on safety related

tems on a 1 1 three uni t s were inspected unde r thi s in structi oo. A
sign-off entry was comp1eted for each valve operator inspected wh ch
included independent verification by a second qualified person. This
'n pection which was completed in 1981, revealed only one pinion oear
instal'led reversed. The incorrectly installed pinion gear was on the ClHP

Inboard Steam Isolation Valve 73"2 for Unit 3. It was subsequently remove"
and installed correctly.

Following the failure of valve 73-3 on November 22, 1984, a review of the
valve mechanical maintenance history revealed no recorded work which wou1d
have involved the pinion gear sfnce the 1981 inspection. A review of the
electrical maintenance history for the va'lve, however, revealed that
electrical work had been pertormed sinCe the fnspectlori. Oo Augv~i 2, 1St.'2,
an urgent electrical maintenance request was written on the HPCI outboard
steam isolation valve 73-3. The maintenance request stated that valve 73-3
would not operate electrically. The craftsmans'eport on the mainteoaoce
request indicated that the pinion gear on valve 73-3 was loose on the ena of
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the motor and the set screw was tightened. Since the pinion gear on valve
73-3 was inspected in l981 and found to be oriented correctly, it appears
that the gear was reversed during thi s electrical work in 1982. Unlike the
mechanical procedure, the electrical procedure for Limitorque Valve
Operators does not address the proper installation of the pinion gear for
different types of operators.

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI requfres that measures established to
correct nonconformance shall assure that the cause of the condition is
identified and corrective action is taken to preclude repetition.

Browns Ferry Technical Specificatjon Section 6.3 requires that detailed
written procedures, including applicable check-.off lists covering ten
diff~ it areas shall be prepared, approved, and adhered to. One of these
areas referred to is "preventat1ve or correct1ve maintenance act1vit1es
which could have an effect on the safety of the reactor."

Contrary to the above, after having ident1fied a potentfal problem .in 1981,
the licensee failed to estabiish and adhere to procedures and controls to
ensure that the Limitorque Valve operator pinion gear for 3-FCV-73-3 was
properiy installed, and that appropriate quantitative and qual1tative
acceptance criteria were 1ncluded .,fo determine that the safety related
activity was satisfactorily accomplished. This is a'iolation
(50"296/84-52-01 ).

As a result of the fai lure of valve 73"3 on November 22, 1984 and the
history of similar failures at Browns Ferry, the plant committed to the NRC

to immediately inspect a sample of Limftorque Operators on Units l and 3

which were operating, and Unit 2 which was in a shut down condition. Eleven
to twelve valve operators for each unit were inspected with the inspection
on operating units limited to accessible valves outside of containment. The
inspection sample included the HPCI outboard steam isolation valves for
Units 1 and 3. The licensee committed that the inspection would be performed
by qualified personnel, and that additional training would be provided on
proper pinion gear inspection prior to the activity, In addition, the
licensee committed to perform independent verificatfon on each Limitoraue
operator inspection as done under HHI-88 in 1981. This inspection revealed
no reversed pinion gears or gear tooth damage. An initial inspectior. of ten
Lfmitorque Operators following the failure of valve 73-3 did identify one
loose pinion gear set screw which was tightened.

In order to prevent a recurrence of this type of valve failure at Browns
Ferry, the inspector expressed a number of other concerns to the licensee.
The licensee in turn made several verbal commitments at the exit meeting to
help resolve these concerns:

a, Independent verification of the correct installation of the Lfmftoraue
Operator pin1On gear Will be added ~v Hdtlll.t.ndncc Pracedure HHI-87.
Independent, verification was required under NNI-88 in 1981 because the
correct instal')ation of the pinion gear for most applications cannot be
determined by post-mafntenance testing. This item will be inspected
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during a subsequent inspection and will be Inspector Followup Item
(50-259, 260, 296/84"52-02).

MMI-87 appears to be a good procedure and describes in words as well as
drawings the normal installation of the pinion gear in four types of
Limitorque Operators as well as the 180 reverse installation in
another type of operator. Without adequate care to ensure the proper
valve operator type, the pinion gear could be installed backward
utilizing this procedure, A caution note will be added to emphasize
proper installation for the valve type, and to note that improper
installation cannot be detected in post maintenance testing, and can
lead to unexpected valve failure.

The present Limitorque Valve Operator preventative maintenance
procedure requires inspection of one side of the Limitorque gear box,
but does not require opening the motor side and inspecting the pinion
gear. Unless it is determined by the licensee that the improper
installation of this pinion gear and the resulting tooth wear can be
accessed from the side of the gearbox inspected in the present pro-
cedure, the removal of the motor and inspection of the pinion gear will
be added to the preventative maintenance procedure. The resolution to
this concern will be inspected during a subsequent inspection and will
be Inspector Followup Item (50-259, 260, 296/84-52-03).

HPCI Steam Isolation Valve 73-3 also had an open DC shunt field
which resulted in faster that normal closing times. Although thi s
one-half normal closing time had been recorded on regular valve
surveillance tests since 1980, it had not been picked up as a potential
prop oblem in surveillance reviews. These reviews are directed toward the
technical specification maximum valve travel times only. The E ec-1

trical Section has recently initiated a program to routinely check the
shunt fields on Limitorque Valve Operators at each major outage, At
the time of the inspection, the scope of this program was limited to
valves inside containment and valves outside containment required to be
operable following a LOCA. The licensee agreed to add the OC Limitorqve
Operators for all primary containment isolation valves to the program.
This item will be inspected during a future inspection and will be
Inspector Followup Item {50-259, 260, 296/84-52-04).

The Limftorqve vendors'chool apparently stressed the importance of
proper installation of this pinion gear in valve operators. A number
of Browns Ferry engineers and a limited number of maintenance personnel
haye attended this course. An interview, however, with a mechanic who

rf rms maintenance on these Limitorque Operators, indicated that the
information regarding the importance of the proper installation, and

.the damage that can result from '.mproper installation, may not have
been passed on to personnel who have not attended the vendors school.
A review of all past valve failures due to improper pinion gear
installation, and the methods of preventing recurrences should be
provided as training to all responsible crafts personnel.



6, Failure of the Inboard RCIC Steam Isolation Valve (I-FCV-71-2) to Open

Qn March 21, 1984, the Unit 1 Inboard Isolation Valve 1-FCV-71-2 for the RCIC
System steams supply failed to open against operating reactor pressure.
This valve failure occurred during a valve manipulation to restore the RCIC
system to standby status following isolation for the repair of a steam leak
in a line downstream of the outboard steam isolation valve. Due to the
failure of valve FCV-71-2 to open electrically, the RCIC system was declared
inoperable and the HPCI system was verified to be ope~able per technical
specifications. The outboard steam isolation valve was closed and the area
between the inboard and outboard isolation valves was pressurized with
nitrogen through a test connection to approximately 1100 psi. This process
took two days, and with pressure across the disk of FCV 71-2 equalized, the
valve was successfully opened, The outboard steam isolation valve was then
opened returning RCIC to standby service. Valve FCV 71-2 was subsequently
stroke tested twice and opened both times in thirteen seconds which is less
than the technical specification maximum stroke time requirement of 15
seconds.

Several months subsequent to this event, a number of questions and concerns
were raised in memorandum by AEOD and ACRS which prompted this reinspection
in December 1984. These concerns were not directed at the loss of the RCIC
system operability for two days. Qith HPCI ope~able, the two-day unavrfl-
ability of the RCIC system was.considered not to be serious, and the safety
significance minor. Instead, most of the concerns centered around the
failure of the inboard isolation valve to open against reactor pressure, and
whether this casts doubt on the ability of the valve to close fully against
a high steam flow and differential presscre conditions in a postulated RCIC
steamline break outside containment. Such a failure could conceivably
result in a reactor coolant leak from a 3 inch line which has not been
fully analyzed. t

The Inboard RCIC Steam Isolation Valve, 1 FCV-71-2, is a three inch motor
operated, solid disk gate valve manufactured by the Walworth Company, Model
No. 5232PS. The valve is supposedly designed to open with a pressure
differential of 1250 psi at operating reactor temperatures. There is no
documentation, however, that this valve was actually tested by the vendor to
open against this amount of pressure differential. Moreover, there has
apparently been,no testing performed by anyone which would actually prove
the ability of a valve this size to close against the accelerated flows
resulting from a steamline break outside of containment. Some vendors have
apparently correlated that if a valve can be demonstrated to open against a

high static differential pressure, then it should close against high steam
flow conditions since closing requires less force. In this particular case,
since the valve did not open against a pressure differential of approxi-
mately 1000 pounds ( less than the 1250 pound design differential) this
correlation cannot be made. In addition, valve 1-FCV-71-2 could not be
inspected at this time to determine the reason for failure to open due to
the valve being inside a nitrogen inerted containment. The licensee
committed in LER 84/018 to inspect this valve on the next short or refueling
outage. The results of this inspection of valve 1-FCV-71-2 will be reviewed
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when completed and will be Inspector Followup Item (60-259/84-52-05),

In order to pr'ovide reasonable assurance that Valve 1-FCV-71-2 is presently
operable, and would close and isolate p~imary containment on a steamline
break as per design, the licensee made a series of calculations- for closing
and opening torque requirements. These calculations were made independently
by the plant design group and by the TVA corporate design group and the
results compared. Initial review of the licensee's calculations appear to
provide some amount of assurance that the valve should close and provide
primary containment isolation if called upon to do se. In the ~ln>~ng in~d
calculations, the design personnel assumed a steam flow of approximately six
times normal to simulate a guillotine break of the 3 inch RCIC steam line.
Utilizing a torque switch setting of Iq, which is the present setting on
Unit 1 Valve 71-2, the calculated force required to close this valve was
2805 pounds. This is less than the calculated available operator thrust of
3200 pounds at a torque setting of lb or, 4520 pounds at a setting of 1',.
This is also less than one-half the calculated force required to open this
valve against a differential pressure of 1200 psi, or 5937 pounds. Based on
these calculations the licensee arrived at a conclusion that "the thrust
rating of the operator exceeds the sum of the forces that act to impede
closing. It is therefore concluded that the activator will successfully
close the valve in the line break downstream of the outboard isolation
valve" .

Interviews with the Haintenance Staff indicated that they had
experienced similar valves which would not open against a high differential,
but had experienced no motor operated valve failing to close. They stated
that several factors which can contribute to a failure to open such as a

temperature difference across the seat and disc, improper wedge angles,
valve seating force r c~f otancc (the last PQ~o of ~lesur~ ~ «~ ~ ~o~q«o
switch tn assure v~lv~ ~~sting}, and the large amount of static pressure on
only one side of the valve seat, are not applicable to valve closing
requirements.

The following uncertainties, were identified concerning the ability of this
valve to close on a high steam line flo~:

a. The resistance to closing due to the resistance caused by vibration
induced by accelerated steam flows was not included in the calculations
by the licensee, due to the lack of a probable value.

b. No actual laboratory high flow closure tests have been performed.

c. The major assurance is the corre1ation between opening against a dif-
fq~c nti~l and closing, where closing has been calculated to require
less torque.

@hen the RCIC system is isolated for maintenance with the reactor at
operating pressure, both the inboard and outboard steam isolation valves are
normally closed. Since the outboard steam isolation valve is not designed
tor throttling, the licensees'rocedur'e BF"01-71, requires that the



out oar iso a on vb d
' ti alve be opened first. The inboard isolation valve is

n side oft en suppose oh d t be opened last with fu11 reactor pressure on o e
1 ionsthe va ve s , an1 di k d no pressure on the other side. The

calculat'ubmitted

by the licensee indicate that there is insufficienti thrust
available to open e v1 th valve against such a large pressure differential.

f r rechar in theThi ld k the procedure, as written, inadequate for rec arg g
RCIC steamline following isolation for maintenance w p

s wou ma e
while at ower. The

nable to demonstrate that this procedure had ever been
utilized successfully, and has committed to provide
licensee was una e o

a workable solution for
reviewedth RCIC steamline. 'esolution of this issue vill be reviewe

during a subsequent inspection and is Inspector Followup Item (
260, 269/84-52"06).




